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A visual guide to the history of tanks, Tank tells the full history of tanks through stunning
photography and informative text. From the early Mark Is of World War I to the T-34 of
World War II to the cutting-edge M1 Abrams of today, Tank showcases the most
famous (or infamous) armored fighting vehicles in history. Packed full of tanks, armored
vehicles, personnel carriers, and anti-tank weaponry, Tank combines comprehensive
photographic spreads with in-depth histories of key manufacturers and specially
commissioned visual tours of the most iconic examples of their kind. The featured
vehicles are placed in their wider context, along with with tactical and technological
improvements, and the impact of the tank on the evolution of battlefield and military
strategy. Tank charts the evolution of the tank over the past century, covering over 450
tanks and military vehicles from all over the world. Look through the history of tanks and
explore the form and function of a weapon that changed history. Learn the different
vehicles' weight, size, country of origin, and time of use through in-depth profiles. An
essential visual history, Tank provides a complete and exciting overview to the iconic
vehicles that changed history.
From the Chevrolet Bel Air to the Ferrari Testarossa, this book takes you on a scenic
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drive through the history of classic cars, exploring their status as objects of luxury and
desire. The Classic Car Book showcases the most important and iconic classic cars
from every decade since the 1940s, with a foreword by award-winning writer and
commentator on the industry, history, and culture of cars and motoring, Giles Chapman.
Fully illustrated and packed with stunning photography, The Classic Car Book uses
specially commissioned photographic tours to put you in the driver's seat of the world's
most famous and celebrated cars, including stylish roadsters and luxury limousines
from manufacturers such as Mercedes-Benz, Ferrari, Rover, Jaguar, and Bentley. The
Classic Car Book is ideal for any car collectors and enthusiasts.
Is fashion your passion? Unlock the language of clothes with this ultimate fashion show
that traces people's dresses over the past 3000 years. Fashion is a visual feast, packed
with stunning illustrations of 1,500 costumes from around the globe. It celebrates
famous trendsetters, designers, and fashion icons from Queen Henrietta Maria to
Jackie Onassis and Jean Paul Gautier. Fashion endlessly reinvents itself, reflecting
society's trends and innovations. Discover why different looks caught on, from the
elaborate ruffs, wigs, and farthingales of the 17th century, to Dior's "new look" in 1947
and shoulder pads in the 1980s. Find out why for centuries people's dress was
regulated by governments' "sumptuary rules" and how the invention of new textiles from
velvet to spandex that influenced clothing design. Whether you're part of the fashion
industry, a student, or you just love clothes, Fashion is both a glorious visual treat and a
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treasured history.
Explores the history of the aircraft from the turn of the century to the present day.
Showcases over 1,500 bird species photographed in their native environment, and
provides information on their physical characteristics, behavior, life cycles, and
locations.
Prepare to be dazzled by this shining and sumptuous visual guide to the world's
greatest treasures. Feast your eyes on glittering gemstones, kaleidoscopic minerals,
and famous trinkets in this comprehensive exploration of Earth's finest jewels.
Following a foreword from Aja Raden, hundreds of pages take a lavish look at precious
stones, precious metals, and organic gems in all their natural wonder. From agate to
zoisite, everything under the Sun is encapsulated in spectacular photography and
accessible text. Trace the history of gemmology and get the inside story on our planet's
most famous and fabulous gems, including the mysterious Hope Diamond, the stunning
Koh-i-Noor of the Crown Jewels, and exquisite Fabergé eggs. Find out their physical
properties, check the price tags, and discover the most remarkable record-breakers.
This exceptionally extravagant book is a picture-packed, fact-filled celebration
guaranteed to bring sparkle to your life and your library.
The landmark photographic survey of the human body at a moment when body image
and body politics are being redefined.
Def Leppard's unstoppable, anthemic hard rock has earned it sales of more than 65 million
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albums worldwide and a legion of dedicated fans. This fully authorized visual history of the
band follows them from the new wave of British heavy metal to their massive Pyromania and
Hysteria albums to the sustained power of their records and tours today. Legendary rock
photographer Ross Halfin has been shooting Def Leppard since 1978, and his candid and
definitive pictures have helped capture and shape the image of the band. Def Leppard includes
more than 450 classic and unseen photographs, along with text from Halfin and stories and
commentary by the band members and others.
Humans have always made music and this authoritative and lavishly illustrated guide is your
companion to its fascinating history across the globe. Music - that mysterious alchemy of
harmonies, lyrics, and rhythm - is a constant in our lives. Discover how music has evolved with
human society, accompanying our leisure, religious rituals, and popular festivities. Watch its
development during prehistory and before musical notation, when melodies were memorized
or improvised. Enjoy galleries of historical instruments such as dulcimers, shawms, psalteries,
and tabor pipes. The universal language of music is expressed in an astonishing number of
styles today, and Music presents its evolution around the globe, including the classical
European tradition of JS Bach, the passionate sounds of Spain's flamenco, and the sonic
power of electronica and heavy rock. With spectacular timelines of key events and profiles of
musicians from Amadeus Mozart to David Bowie, Music is an unrivaled and comprehensive
reference. Whether you are into the Blues, Brahms, or Bhangra, it is essential reading and
guaranteed to hit the right note.
Learn from Tom Ang how to capture fleeting memories forever - including beautiful scenes,
celebrations and your baby's smile - in exquisite digital photographs. Award-winning
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professional photographer Tom Ang shows how to choose the best camera and learn how to
adjust its settings to control exposure, zoom and brightness. He explains how to light and
frame your subject and cope with issues such as poor light conditions or a moving subject.
Checklists for each shot tell you what camera mode and lens setting to use, with insider knowhow, such as using the flash in bright light to reduce shadows. Photography can lead you to
unexpected beauty in places such as a city street, a fruitmonger's stall, or reflections in water.
Tom Ang guides your eye, showing you how to take stunning images. He describes how to
take characterful portraits, dramatic silhouettes, and intriguing close-ups. Plus he gives
valuable tips on taking for selling items online or documenting a project. Illustrated throughout
with Tom Ang's own inspirational images, How to Photograph Absolutely Everything is your
one-stop guide to enjoying photography and creating unforgettable images.
This new edition of Ocean has been updated with fresh graphics, images, and type styling
throughout, and includes new coverage of major events such as Hurricane Sandy and the
Japan tsunami. DK's Ocean is a highly illustrated encyclopedia of the marine environment. It
not only covers marine life and physical oceanography, from the geology of the seafloor to the
chemistry of seawater, but also includes an atlas of the world's oceans and seas compiled
using satellite data. Visual catalogs throughout the book contain profiles of living organisms
and key locations. With comprehensively updated text, artwork, and images, the second
edition of DK's exhaustive guide to the underwater world is the most definitive visual guide to
the world's oceans on the market.
Expand your horizons and take in the awesome sights of the Universe. Using stunning space
photography and easy-to-understand infographics, The Stars takes you to scores of galaxy
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clusters fantastically far away. Since the Big Bang 13.8 billion years ago, there are now
hundreds of billions of stars, 200 billion alone in our home galaxy - the Milky Way. The Stars
details 88 constellations to be found in the night sky, including Ursa Major, which contains the
seven stars that make up the Plough, as well as Hercules, Lyra, Orion, and far away
Andromeda. It explains how they came into being, where they are situated, and their key
features. Feast your eyes on glowing galaxies, and rare sights such as dust clouds in the
Carina and Ring Nebulae, taken by the Hubble Space Telescope. The Stars also provides an
endless parade of mind-blowing facts such as when Betelgeuse explodes, it will release more
energy in an instant that the Sun produces in its entire lifetime!
Art: A Visual History is the complete visual guide to Western art, now updated and repackaged
in a themed slipcase. How to tell Impressionism from Expressionism, a Degas from a Monet,
early Medieval art from early Christian? Art: A Visual History explains it all - painting, sculpture,
great artists, styles, and schools - and will help you answer the question, "What makes great
art?" Art: A Visual History includes: + More than 650 artists and all the major schools and
movements, all arranged chronologically. + Close-up focus on 22 masterpieces, from Ancient
Greek sculpture to 1960s Pop Art. + Well-known icons along with lesser-known gems carefully chosen to illuminate the points made in the text. + Features on major schools and
movements to explore and explain their stylistic trademarks, characteristics, and favored
subjects. Art: A Visual History is a knowledgeable, thought-provoking, and accessible tour of
the creators of Western art. Reviews: "With its solid, accessible information and hundreds of
excellent, full-color reproductions, this is ideal for high school or college students as well as
any art lover or museumgoer." - Library Journal (Starred Review)
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Warfare traces the epic 5,000- year story of conflict from the earliest battles to the Syrian Civil
War. Exploring the campaigns and causes, the warriors and commanders, and the tactics,
weapons, and technology that have shaped warfare worldwide, this is an updated edition of the
definitive visual guide to a brutal, intense, and often heroic dimension of the human story.
The world's weaponry is showcased inside this spectacular visual guide. From the spears and
swords of ancient times to the guns and grenades of modern warfare, 5,000 years of weaponry
are explored and explained in unprecedented detail. Military History profiles key arms and
armaments and conveys technologies and tactics across hundreds of pages of dramatic
photography and accessible text. Find out how war is waged between battleships at sea, tanks
on the battlefield, and fighter planes in the skies. Climb siege towers, drive chariots, enter
medieval fortresses, fly unmanned drones, and detect stealth bombers. You will also
experience virtual tours of iconic vehicles, including the T-34 Tank, the Lockheed F-117 Stealth
Bomber, and the AH-64 Apache helicopter. And discover the leaders, battles, and weapons of
war that have changed the course of history, and understand the lasting impact of global
conflicts. This complete history of weaponry is essential reading for military enthusiasts of all
ages.

This glorious visual celebration of train travel keeps you on the right track with
stop-offs at the most important and incredible rail routes from all over the world.
Your first stop in The Train Book is the groundbreaking steam locomotives of the
19th century and your final destination is the high-speed bullet trains of today.
From the Union-Pacific Railroad to the Trans-Siberian Railway, you'll cross the
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continents to experience epic journeys and staggering scenery. You'll pick a seat
on the most iconic locomotives, including the Orient Express, the Blue Train, and
the Eurostar. You can also inspect the engines of famous British trains, such as
Rocket, Mallard, and Javelin, and international trains, such as India's Palace on
Wheels and America's Thatcher Perkins. You'll meet the true pioneers of train
and track, including "Father of the Railways" George Stephenson, engineering
legend Isambard Kingdom Brunel, and Métro maestro Fulgence Bienvenüe. For
train-spotters and transport enthusiasts everywhere, this is your trip of a lifetime.
View the animal kingdom up close as never before in this breathtaking title, which
has already sold over 1.5 million copies. Written by 70 specialists, it features
stunning wildlife photography of more than 2000 of the world's most important
wild mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and insects. With around two million
species identified to date, animals are the dominant and most varied form of life
on the planet. Animal presents a representative selection, ranging from the giant
baleen whale, to fast-moving predators such as sharks, big cats, and birds of
prey, as well as microscopic beetles barely 1mm long and other insects. It
presents some of the latest species to be described: meet the cute but elusive
olinguito from South America, which was only identified in 2013, or the skywalker
hoolock gibbon that was named after a Star Wars character in 2017. Animal also
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explains how the earth's biodiversity is in sharp decline and the conservation
projects underway to safeguard precious species. For each one, it gives a locator
map and statistics, including its conservation status. For anyone who wants a
reliable and enthralling reference, in which you can find the answers to
everything - from why zebras are striped or how the sunbear got its name Animal is your essential one-stop guide.
Produced in association with the Smithsonian and including images from The
National Music Museum in South Dakota, Music: The Definitive Visual History
guides readers through the progression of music since its prehistoric beginnings,
discussing not just Western classical music, but music from all around the world.
Telling the story of musical developments, era by era, linking musical theory,
technology, and human genius into the narrative, Music: The Definitive Visual
History profiles the lives of groundbreaking musicians from Mozart to Elvis, takes
an in-depth look at the history and function of various instruments, and includes
listening suggestions for each music style. Anyone with an interest in music will
enjoy learning about the epic journey the art has taken over the years and will
learn to appreciate music with a new ear.
The definitive visual history, from the dawn of photography to the digital
agePhotography is a beautiful lavishly illustrated reference book tracing the
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history of photography from its origins in the 1800s to the global phenomenon of
digital photography.Photography celebrates the most iconic photos and profiles
more than 50 of the most famous photographers of the past 200 years, with
special features delving into the stories of especially arresting photographs,
including Pulitzer Prize-winners. Discover the history of photography from key
events and technological developments such as the first black and white
photography and contemporary street photography. Perfect for any budding
photographer or polished professional Photography captures the development of
different areas of photography including portrait photography and war
photography in a beautifully lavish reference book.Photography not only
showcases incredible photographs, but tells the stories of how they came into
being, perfect for anyone who appreciates the beauty of photography, from
professional photographers to armchair enthusiasts.
Traces the history of photography from its origins in the 1820s to the digital
photography of the twenty-first century, profiling key photographers, highlighting
important techniques, and showcasing iconic photographic images.
"Once an image is in digital form, what you can do with it is practically endless."
Tom Ang Make sure you're picture perfect with this concise and easy-to-use
guide to digital photography from expert photographer and bestselling author
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Tom Ang. Now available in ebook(PDF) format. Understand what to look for
when buying cameras, software, or accessories. Follow the essentials of good
picture-taking and get expert tips on how to make the most of your digital images
from covering the basics to image manipulation and special effects. Plus, "quick
fix" pages on how to solve common problems mean your camera can learn to lie.
Get clicking and get outstanding results every time. Updates to this edition Ch. 1
Buyers' Guide (was Total Photography) A guide to cameras and accessories. All
new products. Spreads newly presented as "Buyers' Guides", to help the reader
decide which products are most suited to their needs. Ch. 2 Photo Techniques
(was Photography for the Digital Age) Skills, trade secrets, and techniques of
digital photography. Updated text, some new photographs. Ch. 3 A Compendium
of Ideas (New, not in previous 2 editions) 36 pages of projects, concepts, subject
areas, approaches, and ideas. All new text and photographs, taken from Digital
Photographer's Handbook 4th edition. Ch. 4 All About Image Manipulation Filters,
image effects, distortion, color control, and manipulation. Some minor
reorganization of information, text updated. New text, images and layouts for
Filter Effects, pp. 170-177. New spread on High Dynamic Range. Ch. 6 The
Output Adventure Proofing and printing, uploading images to the web. Text
updated. New spread on Creating a Website.
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DK's new cat book, The Cat Encyclopedia, includes an introduction to feline
anatomy, expert advice on kitten and cat care, and a celebration of cats in art
and culture. Stunning photos of cat breeds from around the world form the core
of the book, with information on the characteristics, origins, and behavior of each
cat, as well as famous patrons of the breed. The Cat Encyclopedia is a
celebration of all things feline, with a fully illustrated catalog of cat breeds
including those recognized by TICA, CFA, GCCF and FIFe. The Cat
Encyclopedia contains everything you need to know about cats in one easyreference volume.
Written by world-renowned photographer, writer, and broadcaster Ang, this work
lavishly celebrates the most iconic photographs and photographers of the past
200 years. Tracing the history of photography from its origins in the 1800s to the
digital age, it gives a comprehensive account of the people, images, and
technologies that have shaped the art form.
A visual guide to the most iconic classic cars of every decade from the 1940s to
the 1980s, featuring more than 1,300 photographs and two prints suitable for
framing, and created in association with the Smithsonian Institution. From the
Pontiac Chieftain to the Chevrolet Corvette, Classic Car is packed with the
marques and models of every decade from the 1940s to the 1980s. Virtual tours
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offer close-up views of iconic models, and comprehensive catalogs showcase
key features with detailed profiles and specifications. Double-page-spread
images add flavor by showing the classics in action. To tell the complete story of
classic cars, this book also profiles famous designers and manufacturers, like
Ferdinand Porsche, and places the cars into wider cultural context by charting
their enduring legacy as symbols of luxury and objects of desire. Classic Car is a
complete celebration of classic cars and a must-have for all classic car collectors
and enthusiasts.
Marvel at the wonders of the universe, from stars and planets to black holes and
nebulae, in this exploration of our solar system and beyond. Universe opens with
a look at astronomy and the history of the Universe, using 3D artworks to provide
a comprehensive grounding in the fundamental concepts of astronomy, including
the basic techniques of practical astronomy. The core of the book is a tour of the
cosmos covering the Solar System, the Milky Way, and galaxies beyond our own.
Explanatory pages introduce different celestial phenomena, such as galaxies,
and are followed by catalogs that profile the most interesting and important
examples. A comprehensive star atlas completes the picture, with entries on
each of the 88 constellations and a monthly sky guide showing the night sky as it
appears throughout the year as viewed from both the northern and southern
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hemispheres.
The definitive visual guide to all things SPACE, featuring stunning color
photographs and facts on every planet and galaxy from our own solar system
and beyond.
Featuring rare outtakes from over 100 photoshoots alongside interviews and
essays from industry legends, Contact High- A Visual History of Hip-Hoptakes
readers on a chronological journey from old-school to alternative hip-hop and
from analog to digital photography. The ultimate companion for music and
photography enthusiasts, Contact High is the definitive history of hip-hop's early
days, celebrating the artists that shaped the iconic album covers, t-shirts and
posters beloved by hip-hop fans today.
Let the experts at the Royal Botanic Gardens guide you around the beautiful and
mysterious world that is the plant kingdom. From regulating the air we breathe to
providing food, clothes, fuels, and medicines - plants are fundamental to our
lives. Discover an extraordinary diversity of species, which includes a grass that
grows a meter a day, roots that breathe air, and "queen of the night" cactuses
whose rare blooms vanish before dawn. In a combination of art and science,
Flora celebrates plants from majestic trees to microscopic algae, explaining how
they germinate, grow, and reproduce. It presents species that have evolved to
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accommodate pollinating insects such as the foxglove, and plants that have
adapted to flourish in even the most hostile of habitats. Pierre-Joseph Redoute in
the 18th-century was described as the "Raphael of flowers". Flora showcases his
botanical paintings as well as those of Georg Ehret and others in this gorgeous
visual celebration of plants through the ages. Whether you are a keen gardener,
naturalist, or botany student, this beautiful book is a treat that will entice, inform,
and amaze.
Published to commemorate the 70th anniversary of World War II, this completely
new account of one of the deadliest conflicts in history opens with the buildup of
hostility leading up to the war and concludes with the war's impact on modern
history. 1,200 photos.
This is an unsurpassed collection of 500 superb images that represent the
world's best photographers from the mid-19th century to today, arranged
alphabetically by photographer, from pioneers such as Gustave Le Gray and
Daguerre to icons such as Robert Capa, to innovative and emerging
photographers around the world. Original.
Join Tom Ang's masterclass for a one-on-one guide to every aspect of digital
photography. You'll improve your skills, develop your eye and learn to take
control of your camera in Digital Photography Masterclass. Learn to be a better
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photographer; find out how to imagine the results you want before achieving
them. Discover how to master the complexities of lighting, composition and
timing. Enhance your pictures with image manipulation, then start to specialise in
what interests you; from sport to portrait, following Tom's tips on taking genre
photos.
An action-packed ride through the history of the motorbike The Motorbike Book is all about the
men, machines and landmark technology behind the most iconic bikes from ACE to Zündapp.
Featuring over 1,000 of the latest and greatest motorbikes in the world this is an amazing
visual guide tracing their evolution from the 1910s right up to the superbikes of today. All about
the grit and the glory, The Motorbike Book takes a truly international view from Italy's Ducati to
Japan's Suzuki and tells you just how famous marques like Honda and Harley-Davidson
became household names. Plus, go on a virtual tour inside the engines of some of these
legendary bikes to see just what powers their performance. If you're born to be wild then The
Motorbike Book is the ultimate ride for you.
Introducing you to the art, history, and culture of photography, this fascinating all-in-one guide
shows you how to take better pictures. A comprehensive guide to all things photographic,
Photographyopens with a gallery of more than 30 of the key figures in photography, from 19thcentury pioneers to famous photographers working today. The gallery provides fascinating
contrasts between such diverse genres as art photography, reportage, portrait, and wildlife
photography. The book then tells the story of photography, from its "garden shed" beginnings
to the rise of the "selfie" today. The second half of the book introduces cameras, accessories,
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and software, explaining what they can do and how to use them, then shows how to take better
photographs by mastering the technical aspects of your camera; experimenting with
composition, colour and light; and digitally enhancing your photos. Inspirational masterclasses
covering all genres of photography - landscape, portraits, wildlife, architecture, art - also
provide you with an opportunity to apply your newfound skills in a clear and practical way.
The definitive visual history of the tractor The complete history of farm machinery, from steam
and vintage tractors to the latest combine harvesters is showcased in this lavishly illustrated
volume. Packed with images and tractor data on more than 200 iconic machines, The Tractor
Book explores the entire range of tractors and farming machines from around the world, such
as Fordson Model F and Massey-Harris GP. Histories of famous marques, such as John Deere
and Massey Ferguson, sit alongside immersive visual tours of celebrated machines. The
Tractor Book covers how tractors work, their history, major marques and catalogues tractors
from every era making this a must-have for anyone fascinating by these extraordinary
machines.
A breathtaking and inspirational exploration of planet EarthFrom the fiery mass of the Earth's
core to the tip of the highest ice-capped mountain, discover every aspect of our planet in aweinspiring photographic detail with Earth.Visit 400 of the tallest, longest, widest, most significant
and most unusual geographical features of planet Earth, from volcanoes, deserts and rivers to
weather systems, rocks and minerals. Then take a look at the health of our planet and explore
the interaction between people and the environment, from living in volcanic areas to
deforestation, to understand the human impact on nature and how we can preserve our
physical environment. Fully updated, revised and enhanced with new digital artworks,
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geographical advances and developments, this new edition of Earth (previous ISBN:
9781405373692) is an extraordinary about-this-world read.
Follow the epic 5,000-year story of warfare - from the earliest battles to the War on Terror with
War - with this guided tour of every major conflict. Combining a clear and compelling historical
narrative with a wealth of fascinating eyewitness accounts and photography throughout, this is
the ultimate guide to the history of military conflict, from the armies of §ancient Egypt to the rise
of Isis in Syria and Iraq, and the ongoing Yemeni civil war. War explores the battles, the
warriors, the tactics, and the weapons and technology that have shaped conflict worldwide,
presenting the definitive visual guide to the art of war. Lavishly illustrated with paintings,
photographs, artefacts, and maps, this book offers a uniquely detailed and visually rich view of
all major aspects of human conflict. Whether on the bloody battlefields of the ancient world or
in the modern era of drones and laser-guided missiles, this is the complete story of the wars
that have shaped our world.
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